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This invention relates to‘a template for prop 
erly locating collar insignia, and has for an ob 
ject to provide a simple and effective template 
which will properly and accurately locate in 
signia on collars of uniforms and the like such, 
for example, as officers’ insignia in the armed 
forces. 

Another object is to provide such a device 
which may be used for-properly and easily lo 
cating all kinds of insignia of this character. 
With the foregoing and other objects in view, 

I have devised the construction illustrated in the 
accompanying drawing forming a part of this 
speci?cation. It is, however, to be understood the 
invention is not limited to the speci?c details of 
construction and arrangement shown but may 
embody various changes and modi?cations with 
in the scope of the invention. 
In this drawing: 
Fig. 1 is a front view of an of?cer’s shirt show- - 

ing the template as used for locating the double 
bars of a captain’s insignia thereon, parts being 
broken away to more clearly show the use of the 
device; 

Fig. 2 is a top view of the template removed; 
Fig. 3 is an enlarged section substantially on 

line 3-3 of Fig. l ; 
Fig. 4 is a view of a collar showing how the 

template may be used for locating the single bar 
of a lieutenant’s insignia, and 

Fig. 5 is a top view of a template showing how 
it may be modi?ed for locating different insignia. 
As was formerly the common practice, an o?i 

ccr’s insignia such, for example, as a captain’s or 
lieutenant’s bars, were worn on the shoulders, 
but now they are generally worn on the flaps or 
tabs of the collars of the shirts or jackets at the 
front, and it is absolutely necessary that the two 
insignia be accurately positioned and in the same 
relation to the edges of the collar. Thus, for 
example, referring to Fig. 1 in which is shown a 
shirt ll} having the regulation collar 1 I, the inner 
edge I2 of the insignia bar 13 must be parallel 
to the edge M of the front fiap of the collar, and 
‘this edge of the bars of the two insignia on the 
right and left sides of the collar must be accu 
rately located the same distance from these edges 
of the collar and the regulation distance, and 
the top edges of the bars must be the same and 
the regulation distance from the top edges l5 of ' 
the collar. Otherwise the wearer is out of uni 
form. As in common practice the two bars are 
secured by a pair of pins [6 at the back, these pins 
must be pressed through the collar and then the 
two fastening buttons I‘! applied on the underside 
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of the collar, as shown in Fig. 3, to secure the 
insignia in place. If no locating means is em 
ployed, this must be done by guesswork or the 
“cut and try” method in order to properly locate 
the insignia, and this may have to be done sev 
eral times before they are properly and uniform 
iy located. This means that the two may not 
look the same, and in the attempts to properly lo 
cate the bars a plurality of holes may be punched 
in the collar, which will show later, even after 
laundering, and mar the appearance of the collar. 

It is therefore an object of this invention to 
overcome these objections and provide a device 
which makes it easy to properly locate the in 
signia and make the two on the opposite collar 
tabs the same and accurately located. In the 
form shown it comprises a thin sheet I8 of rela 
tively stiff material such, for example, as a sheet 
of transparent plastic, as, for example, acetate 
or similar material, thick enough to be fairly 
rigid, although it could be of any sheet material 
as metal, heavy paper, cardboard and the like. 
The edges of this sheet material id, 26] and 2| 
are shaped to correspond respectively with the 
shape of the edges ill, 15 and 22 of the collar. 
In other words, the shape of this sheet template 
is practically the shape of the pointed tab of 
the collar. From one edge (in the present instance 
the top edge 28) are cut one or more slots. In 
the form of Figs. 1 to 4 there are two slots 23 and 
26 spaced to correspond to the spacing of the 
pins l6 of the insignia, and these slots lead to 
small openings 25, 26, 21 and 28, which are lo 
cated with respect to the edges of the template 

. in proper location of these pins with respect to 
the edges of the collar. Thus, for example, in 
locating a captain’s bars, as illustrated in Fig. 1, 
which requires two pins 16, one for each bar, the 
edge 12 of the forward bar according to regula 
tions must be parallel to the edge It of the collar 
and located at one inch from it. The top edge 
[3a of the bar must be located the proper dis 
tance and according to regulations from the top 
edge 15 of the collar. Therefore, the two open 
ings 25 and 25, which are used to locate this in 
signia, are located on a line 29 in Fig. 2 which is 
at right angles to the edge 59 of the template and 
therefore at right angles to the edge iii of the 
collar when the template is placed on the collar, 
as shown in Fig. 1. Also the two slots 23 and 
2t, and the openings 25 and 26, are spaced lat 
erally from each other to correspond with the 
spacing of the pins [6. Thus, in using this tem 
plate to locate and apply this insignia, the tem 

55 Plate is laid on the collar as shown in full lines 
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Fig. l, with the edges is, 20 and 2| lying along 
the edges l4, l5 and 22 respectively of the collar, 
The two holes 25 and 25 are now in the proper 
location forthe pins [8- of the insignia to prop 
erly locate the insignia, with respect to the edges 
id and it of the collar. The pins [6 are now in 
serted through the openings 25 and 26 and passed 
through the collar, and then the securing but 
tons ii are applied to these pins on the under 
side of the collar to secure the insignia in this 
position. Now the template can be withdrawn 
by shifting (as for example by drawing) it down 
wardly, the two slots 23 and 24 permitting it to 
be withdrawn from the pins It. To facilitate 
removal of this template the slots should be 
parallel to each other. Then it is reversed and 
placed onthe other or left hand tab of the collar, 
as shown in dotted lines in Fig. 1, and the opera 
tion repeated. It will thus be seen that both in 
signia are thus easily and quickly located, and 
both will be accurately located in exactly the 

7 same position with respect to the edges of the 
respective collar tabs. 

In the case of the single bar, such as a lieu 
tenant’s bar, 38, shown in Fig. 4, the edge 3| 
must be located one inch from the edge [ll of 
the collar and parallel thereto. In this case the 
two fastening pins 32 are spaced longitudinally 
of the bar adjacent its opposite ends. In other 
words, they are located in the six o’clock and 
twelve o’clock positions instead of the three and 
nine o’clock positions as in the captain’s bars. 
Therefore, to locate this bar, properly spaced 
openings 2? and 28 are provided in the slot 23, 
or that is, this slot leads to these two openings 
which are spaced and located to correspond with 

' the spacing and locating of the two pins 32. Now 
after placing the template on the collar, as shown 
in dotted lines, Fig. ll, with the edges [9, 20 and 
25 of the template lying along the edges I 4, l5 
and 22 respectively of the collar, this insignia or 
single bar can be properly and accurately located 
by inserting the pins 32 through the openings 2? 

' and 28, applying the securing buttons I1 and then 
withdrawing the template as previously described. . 
If the slot 23 and openings 2’! and 28 are not 
properly located with respect to the edges of the 
template and the collar to locate the bar accord 
ing to regulations, another slot and holes prop 
erly located can be provided in the template. 

Fig. 5 shows how the template may be modi 
lied to locate di?erent types of insignia. Thus, 
‘or example, an intermediate slot 33 may be pro 
vided between or in any other location with re 
spect to the slots 23 and 24 leading to one or more 
openings at. Thus, for example, an insignia 
might have three pins located at the corners of 
a triangle, as represented by the openings 25, 
iii and it, or 2% and 31% with relation to any of 
the other openings. The template therefore may 
be designed and shaped and the openings with 
the slots leading from an edge of the template 
to them located to correspond with the location 
of the securing means for the insignia, either 
pins, as illustrated in the examples shown in the 
drawing, or for other types of securing means, 
such, for example, as the safety-pin type. 
Thus, for example, with the leaf insignia for 

a major or lieutenant colon-e1, the securing pins 
from one manufacturer might be located in the 
six and twelve o’clock positions, while those of 
another manufacturer might be in the three and 
nine o’cloch positions. The template would 
therefore be made with the openings and slots 
leading to them arranged accordingly. 
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Thus it will be understood from the above that 

this template can be made from any suitable 
sheet material, and that it can be used for any 
type of collar insignia, collar decoration, collar 
badge, or collar emblem, and so forth, either mili 
tary or civilian. It can also be designed to com 
pensate for any divergency or variation in in 
signia made by different manufacurers, in the 
location of or distances between the fastening 
pins, by properly locating the openings and the 
slots leading to them to correspond. For'ex 
ample, with the push-through type of securing 
means for the insignia, where the size of the ex 
posed portion of the insignia usually remains 
constant, according to the speci?cation of the 
organization using the insignia, one manufac 
turer may space the pins a fraction of an inch 
closer or farther apart than the pins of some 
other manufacturer, or use thinner or thicker 
pins as fasteners. Also there might be diver 
gencies or variations of the location of the pins, 
and the holes and slots could be located accord 
ingly. Thus, for example, one manufacturer 
might use two pins on the back of a major’s leaf, 
one located at the twelve o’clock and one located 
at the six o’clock position; another manufacturer 
might put his pins on the same leaf at the three 
o’clock and nine o’clock positions; or di?erent 
rganizations might designate different locations 
on the collar for, their own speci?c type of in 
signia. As indicated, there may also be differ 
ences in the number of holes or securing means 
used for the insignia; that is, the template can 
be just as effective in locating one hole or two or 
more, depending on the number of fastening 
means used. Thus, for example, large collar in 
signia may sometimes have three pins and the 
template thus have three openings correspond 
ingly located, with slots leading to them from an 
edge of the template, as described in connection 
with Fig. 5. Also, although in the example shown 
in the drawing, the slots leading to the pin 
locating openings are shown as extending from 
the top edge of the template, it will be understood 
they could be run from any edge of the template, 
and after the insignia has been located and fas 
tened the template can be withdrawn by merely 
shifting it in the proper direction to permit the 
pins or other securing means to pass through the 
slots. It is also to be understood that the tem 
plate is not necessarily limited to the straight 
pin or push-through type of fastener illustrated 

V in the drawing, but it can be as effectively used 
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for locating insignia with various types of fas 
tening means such, for example, as the safety 
pin type of fasten-er. Still further, the template 
is not necessarily limited to being designed for 
locating single insignia, but as illustrated in the 
drawing and described, a plurality of openings 

'_ and slots leading to them may be provided in a 
single template and so located as to properly lo 
cate a. plurality of different insignia. 

Having thus set forth the nature of my inven 
tion, I claim: 

1. A template of the character described for 
locating insignia on collars, comprising a member 
of sheet material having side edges corresponding 
in shape and relative positions substantially to 
those of the collar, said member being provided 
with one or more openings located with respect 
to the edges of the member corresponding to the 
location of the securing means of the insignia 
with respect to the corresponding edges of the 

a collar when the insignia is properly located there~ 
75 on, and said member being also provided with one 
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or more slots leading to the openings from an 
edge of the member, said openings being of a size 
to permit passage of the securing means there 
through when the member is placed on the collar 
to properly locate the securing means, and the 
slot or slots being of a width to allow passage of 
the securing means to permit withdrawal of the 
member from said means after the insignia is 
secured. 

2. A template of the character described for 
locating insignia on collars, comprising a mem 
ber of sheet material adapted to be positioned on 
the outer surface of the collar and having edges 
corresponding in shape and relative positions sub— 
santially to adjacent edges of the collar to posi 
tion the template on the collar, said member be 
ing provided with openings therethrough posi 
tioned with respect to the edges of said member 
to correspond with the location of the securing 
means on the insignia to be located with respect 
to the corresponding edges of the collar, and said 
member also provided with one or more slots ex 
tending from an edge of the member to the open 
ings to permit withdrawal of the template from 
said securing means after the insignia has been 
secured in place on the collar. 

3. A template of the character described for 
locating insignia on collars of garments, com 
prising a member of sheet material adapted to be 
positioned on the tab at the front portion of the 
collar and provided with adjacent edges cor 
responding substantially to the front and lower 
edges of said tab to position the member on the 
collar, said member being provided with openings 
spaced from its edges determinate distances from 
the front and lower edges of said member equal 
to the distances the securing means of the in 
signia are to be located from the corresponding 
edges of the collar, said openings adapted for pas 
sage and location of the securing means for the 
insignia to permit attachment of the insignia to 
the collar and to locate it in a given position 
thereon, and the said member also provided with 
slots leading from an edge thereof to said open 
ings to permit withdrawal of the template after 
the insignia has been secured in place on the 
collar. 

4. A template of the character described for 
locating insignia on collars of garments, compris 
ing a member of sheet material adapted to be 
positioned on the tab at the front portion of the 
collar and provided with adjacent edges corre 
sponding substantially to the front and lower 
edges of said tab to position the member on the 
collar, said member being provided with a plu 
rality of openings including a pair located on a 
line spaced from and parallel to the forward edge 
of the member and spaced from each other to cor 
respond with the spacing of the securing means 
of one type of insignia to be attached to the col 
lar, and a pair on a line extending at an angle 
to said forward edge and spaced from each other 
to correspond with the spacing of the securing 
means of another type of insignia to be attached 
to the collar, the distances said openings are 
spaced from the forward edge of said member 
corresponding to the distances the securing means 
for said insignia are to be spaced from the for 
ward edge of the collar, and said member also 
provided with parallel slots leading to said open 
ings from an edge of the member to permit with 
drawal of the template from the securing means 
after an insignia has been located and secured 
in place on the collar. 
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5. A template of the character described for 
locating insignia on collars, comprising a member 
of sheet material adapted to be positioned on the 
outer surface of the collar and having edges cor 
responding in shape and relative positions sub 
stantially to adjacent edges of the collar to posi 
tion the template on the collar, said member be 
ing provided with a plurality of openings for 10 
eating and passage of securing means for in 
signia including openings located on a line par 
allel with one edge of the member and spaced 
from each other to correspond with the spacing 
of the securing means of one insignia and open 
ings on a line extending at an angle to said edge 
and spaced from each other to correspond with 
the spacing of the securing means of another in 
signia, said openings being spaced from said edge 
of the member distances equal to the distances 
the securing means for the respective insignia are 
to be spaced from the corresponding edge of the 
collar, and said member also being provided with 
parallel slots extending from one edge to said 
openings to permit withdrawal of the template 
from the securing means after the insignia is 
secured in place on the collar. 

6. A' template of the character described for 
locating insignia on collars of garments, com_ 
prising a member of sheet material adapted to 
be positioned on the outer surface of the collar 
and having spaced top and bottom edges and a 
connecting end edge corresponding in shape and 
relative positions substantially to corresponding 
adjacent edges of the collar to position the 
template on the front portion of the collar, said 
member being provided with insignia locating 
means comprising perforate means positioned 
with respect to said edges of this member to cor 
respond with the location of determining portions 
of the insigne to be located with respect to the 
corresponding edges of the collar to locate said 
insigne while being attached to the collar, and 
said member being removable from the collar 
after the insigne has been secured. 

7. A template of the character described for 
locating insignia on collars of garments, com 
prising a member of sheet material adapted to 
be positioned on the outer surface of the collar 
and having spaced top and bottom edges and a 
connecting end edge corresponding in shape and 
relative positions substantially to corresponding 
adjacent edges of the collar to position the 
template on the front portion of the collar, said 
member being provided with insignia locating 
means comprising an opening therethrough lo 
cated with respect to the said edges of said mem 
ber corresponding to the location of determinate 
portions of the insigne with respect to the corre 
sponding edges of the collar when the insigne is 
properly located thereon and to cooperate there 
with to so locate said insigne while being attached 
to the collar, and said member being removable 
from the collar after the insigne has been se— 
cured. 
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